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The focus of most debates is justice (ethics) …

“Climate justice recognises humanity’s responsibility
for the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions 

on the poorest and most vulnerable people in society 
by critically addressing inequality …”

Professor Tahseen Jafry
Centre for Climate Justice

https://www.gcu.ac.uk/climatejustice/

https://www.gcu.ac.uk/climatejustice/


Justice, equity, empathy for 
humans & non-humans

Climate Biodiversity



So, if people focus on 
justice & ethics

for law, policy, activism …

… why, then, discuss
aesthetics & beauty?



(1) The case from intellect

Ethics and aesthetics are intellectually entwined  …

E.g., both centrally use the metaphysical idea of intrinsic value

“Entwined”
by Walther von Krenner

https://www.saatchiart.com/WGvK
https://www.saatchiart.com/WGvK


Ludwig Wittgenstein (1921)
Aldo Leopold (1949)

“Ethics and aesthetics are one” (Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus)

“A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability and
beauty of the biotic community” (Land Ethic)



(2) The case from emotions

Ethics: leads to a comprehensive rational framework (law)
Aesthetics: ubiquitous emotions of attraction, love, admiration and desire

Adding aesthetics renders discussions explicit about emotions

>



Scott Momaday (1976)

“You say that I use the land, and I reply, yes, it is true; 
but it is not the first truth.  

The first truth is that I love the land; 
I see that it is beautiful; I delight it in; I am alive in it.”

(A First American Views His Land)



Money > buy aesthetics 
(beauty, emotion, social status)



(3) The case from communications

Words  vs. Images



Visual communication > policy impact

Nick Ut @ The Associated Press, Time Magazine (1972) Reuters and The Guardian (2015)

https://www.pri.org/stories/2018-02-21/how-vietnam-wars-napalm-girl-found-hope-after-tragedy
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/02/shocking-image-of-drowned-syrian-boy-shows-tragic-plight-of-refugees


How-to #1: Enrich all Activities

Education
Debate

Negotiation
Lobbying
Activism

Argument
Dialogue

+
Visuals
Sound

Experience

by



How-to #2: Apply to all Contexts

Natural environment: conserve/preserve with beauty in mind
Built environment: design with beauty in mind
Human education: foster capacity for appreciating beauty
Human culture: build a beautiful culture, a true civilization



Benefit: Should help “convergence” 
(of anthropocentric and non-anthropocentric ethics)

Shift human focus > environmental focus (more inclusive of all values)

Shift short-term perspective > longer term

Therefore, potential for “unity among environmentalists” (B. Norton)



Summary of Prospective Benefits 
(of an “aesthetic turn”)

More honest about human decision-making (reason and emotion)

More respectful of all knowledge types (ITK)

More visionary (non-anthropocentric ethics)

More effective (convergence, unify activism)



Thank you

Marc Saner
University of Ottawa
msaner@uottawa.ca
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